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their treatment may have been in after years, gentle smile or a calm, quiet look of pain
the impressions on the child's soul are the would be the best reply that cou
. Id be made.
There is no word more important, in this most permanent.
What if we do have the power to pierce the
day of quick development and of immediate
Would that I could portray on paper the he~rt of the un:ortunate offende! to the
summing up of all deeds done in the flesh, real dignity of a child. Not long since a quick? There will surely C:?me a time when
than patience. This word is the key-stone gentleman read in my presence, that the we woulcl heal the wound.:'.:':.h tears from our
to the power and to the safety of the soul, highest mission of woman was to bear chi!- very he_art. .Then ~hy give way to weaknot only of our own, but also of the souls of dred; he felt it was unjust to her; ·but is it ness which will reqmre so much stre~gth to
those who love us. Yet how few know the not the highest? Could she be so blessed overcome ? . Let us show our. emotions of
power for good, of perfect patience under in any other way? Would to heaven all love as readily as we do of d~s.approval. I
trying circumstances, and what dreadful con· women could see what they might do and have had the good fortune t? v1S1t ~ lady who
sequences often follow by our getting out of possess through motherhood. If that were has grown sons e~gaged m busmess1 and.
patience.
possible then there would be no murder of they sel?om come mt~, h;r pres~nce without
Let us all stop ·and think. Who has not unborn babes and there would be no illegit- her saymg to them: . Corne .nght here . to
got out of patience and said and done things imate childre~ for all women would stand your mother,'' ancl addmg many httle petung
whkh have pierced the very life c;enters of bravely up and say: " I fear nothing, ·for I speeches. T~ese young men would go and
some tender soul, whom we loved, and for am to be the mother of a living being and sit ac~oss t~e1r mother's !ap and fold ea.ch
whom we would die to save from pain ?
I shall have an opportunity of showing be- other m their arms and kiss each other with
· Much of the lack of patienee is shown to fore him an example of courage, sweet great tenderness. I saw h.er ho!~ one of her
children. We forget that these poor little patience, and gentleness which shall make sons that way often, two. wee~s before_ he
lambs, these helpless, and often unwelcome, us twin souls, through the bond of love, for- left her to go abroad to fimsh Ins educatlo!1.
little things, are worlds in which we are ever. If she· would do so, all the stigma They ?o not fear the presence of others m
building mansions for ourselves, either com- would pass away and the greatness of her these httl~ love feasts. O~ten the te~rs have
posed of precious stones and bright jewels, motherhood would be the admirarion of the gathered m. my eyes at this lovely picture, a
Id
most beautiful woman and a blessed mother.
on which is stamped a loving, happy likeness
She is blessed because she has the love in
of ourselves, or a hovel, dark and damp, in wor ·
The soul that is born into the world uses her nature and the grace and dignity to let
which we must dwell in sorrow and remorse
until we can pay the debt, to do which the the little babe's body as a resting place, and her children see and feel it, setting an exsoul must pass through travail and bring it serves as a magnet to hold the soul in ample for them, and for the favored guests
contact with matter op this plane of exist· gathered at her lovely home. I have met
forth a man or a woman of sorrow.
To speak carelessly to a child is a crime. ence. Do not mistake the new born spirit people who have read much philosophy and
as a part of the parents or of either of them. who were willing and anxious to start upon
I would here say to parents and guardians of
children, that every thought, word, or look The spirit comes from God, perfect to the any path of self-denial or crucifixion of the
with which we 'g reet a child is registered extent of its development, but it must wait body, to gain grace with Divinity, or to poswhere we shall be obliged to read and re- to show its full powers, .until the body, the sess power for good ; while in their homes
read them, in a time when we shall much instrument, can bcome built up, finished and they were selfish, impatient and cruel. Let
need courage. Woe be to the poor soul tuned to its use. The soul comes from the us all begin in our own homes to practice
who finds no comfort in reading these never- spirit world, and may be far more perfect perfect Jove, patience and unselfishness, and
than either parent, sent as an example and as we shall find ourselves Mahatmas. and will
fading pages.
a blessing. There could be no illegitimate leave a starry path behind us wherever we
My dear friends, have any of you lost a children. There may be illegitimate fathers may go, that may !earl others to peace and
darling whose early life you might have or mothers, but the children are always legit- warm many lonely hearts.
made more sunny if you had been more imate. If every one would treat these moth JOSEPHINE W. CABLES.
patient? If so, I pity you in my soul of ers with careful dignity and kindness, it
souls and admonish you to gird on your would do away with much of the feticide,
armor and be strong. By your gentleness infanticide, or,· at best, of unwelcome chilATTRACrION.
and patience protect some other child, or dren.
heal its wounds if you cannot protect.
Action produces reaction. The light shinI was present at the birth of one of those
Many parents feel a deep love for their chil- children, and in the same house was a young ing into darkness causes the darkness to react
dren, but from some cause always hid it under gentleman friend of mine, one of our broth- and become luminous ; the positive impulse
a mask of severity, often treat them 'Vith ers. He was seated on the front piazza, coming from the centre, the sun, and expresscontempt and sarcasm, when they address when a friend joined him. He said lo the ing the Will of th~ Creator on the material
them.
friend : "I do not wish to talk. I wish to plane causes the negative power which
They cannot enter into their little lives be quiet and welcome this new-born soul attracts the planets, to act; it calls into
and see how much more sensitive a child is that is about to come to earth." This was existence those vibrations of the universal
than a man, or how mortified the poor little one of the world's illegitimate children, " Ether" of space, which we call "Gravitabeing is at this disrespect : neither do the whose mother was a course, serving woman, tion ;" the lifegiving rays of Light shining
parents see the chasm they are making be- a · stranger to the young gentleman. She into organized forms produce therein that
tween themselves and the child they really was neither good nor gateful, but she was phenomenon which we call " Life ;" the
love. How does he know he is beloved ex- carefully treated and cared for, and the child divine light of Reason shining within the
cept by the tenderness shown him ? Chil- was like a God.
human brain produces therein the reaction
dren often forget the treatment they receive,
Oh, that we could learn patience in our which we call "Ideation," "Reasoning" or
but all is recorded in their world of being, own homes. What a dreadful mistake to "intellectual labor;" the divine power of
and will produce sweet music or dark dread show resentment for a seeming lack of re- Love acting within the lower elements in the
loward their parents ; it matters not what spect to ourselves from our children, when a constitution of animal and semi.animal
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beings, produces therein that emotion which possesses the All. Man cannot exist without We may then reflect the light of our Jove
we call sexual attraction and sexual attrac- l<?ve; if he love~ not~ing else, he surely loves upon any object or person we choose ; we
tion may be spiritual or brutish according to himself and lovmg himself he loves nothing. may split one ray of love-light into many
the nature of the elements in which that What then shall we think of those teachers colored rays and unite them again into one;
reaction is excited. Action and reaction are who denounce love and the un1'on of souls but we can o btam
· more love 0111y by nsmg
··
the two pillars at the entrance of the !emple and of those cowardly natures who are afraid up towards the divine centre of love.
of wisdom through which we may reach the to love anything else but their own selves,
The great impediment which prevents man
unmanifested and absolute; they are the for fear of losing a part of their individuality? from following the higher attraction towards
male and the female principles, represented Does not a light grow stronger, the more it the divine center of love is the attraction he
by the Cross; the creative and the formative s~ines; does the sun waste ·away by sending feels for the low. He should not cease to
powers; the positive and negative elements. his rays through space?. Does anyone by love that which is below him; but he should
. The centre from which emanates the posi- communicating his knowledge to another cease to be attracted by it. There are theologians who imagine that they can strengthen
ttve power of love is the fire of Divinity, a lose or unlearn that which he knows?
spark of which is present in every being, in
The substanr.e of the sun does not enter their love to God by hating mankind; there
either a dormant or active condition. In the planet which the vibrations of sunlight are "th.:osophists " who imagine that they
proportion as this spark is developed, is such cause to grow; no one can give his own can rise higher towards the ideal by hating
a' being enabled to ,exercise love. In the knowledge to another, he can merely give woman who is the r.:presentation of the ideal
lower forms in which the love principle has him information and show him the way to on the external plane. Bo.t h of these classes
not awakened to consciousness, only the a!tain knowledge himself; no one can give are sadly mistaken. The bigoted theologian
attraction is manifest; they cannot exercise his love to another; he can only by the and the fanatical fakir are equally in error;
any positive love; they follow the negative power of his love cause corresponding vibra- they do not know divirie love; they are only
A stone, · not being tions to act within the soul of another accord- in love with themselves.
law of attraction.
Glorious, blessed womanhood, eternal
endowed with conscious Will, if dropped ing to the law of induction; the more he
from a height is attracted to the earth and loves, the stronger he grows in love; for it is savior of man ! By making the woman
falls; a lark loving the upper air and being an unalterable law in the realm of spirit, existmg subjectively in man, objective to him,
conscious of its power to rise, overcomes the that to exercise power is to receive strength. the "fall of man" took place; the intellect
There is nothing more solid, inviolable and became ~eparated from the intuition; man
attraction and rises up, singing a glad song
of freedom, the song of victory over the impregnable than the individual sphere of became separated from woman and forced to
attraction of matter. Beings belonging to a man. Nothing external can enter it, exter- find his way alone through the dark j)_,..gles
low animal state, especially •· Elementals" nal powers can only cause that which already where briars and thorns and poisonous- repoccupying a human form, such as we meet exists in the soul to grow and develop accord- tiles abound ; nor will he ever find the true
every day in the street, do not love; they ing to the law of induction. Spirit is a unity path to the Light until he is redeemed by
merely follow their sexual attraction and and self-existent, it cannot be divided into woman coming to his aid and breaking the
cohabit together. When that desire is grat- parts; the spiritual monad is a whole, it fruit of the tree of knowledge for him.
ified and the love by which they are acted only appears to be a multiplicity in the form
Therefore let the true occultist love with
upon neutralized and annihilated by the act of its manifestations. Love is one; attrac- the utmost intensity of his soul all that is
that follows the attraction; the love and the tion is multifarious in its outward expressions. truly beautiful . and spiritual in woman ; all
attraction ceases; then follows indifference
The great error is in mistaking love for that is womanly, sublime and exalted in
if not repulsion and disgust. This is the sexual attraction and sexual attraction for nature; let his soul expand and unfold in
cause of so many unfortunate "marriages;" love, and this error leads to de.plorable con- the warm sunshine of pure woman's love;
for such unions although recognized by sequences.
let him concentrate the light which he
human law are not sanctioned by the law of
There are no hard and strong dividing receives and reflect it back upon all beings ;
that God who is Love and the Law itself; lines between the material, semi-material and but let him beware of the material attraction
they are merely the outgrowth of the blindly spiritual elements in the constitution of man of form.
It is sweet to be loved and to be attracted;
acting forces of nature which produce sexual and there are no hard and strong dividing
attraction and which are themselves merely lines between the different kinds of attrac- nor is there any reason why those who do
the reflex, the reaction of the divine light of lion which love acting within these elements . not desire to enter the higher life, and one
love shining in the universal realm of nature. produces. It is often most difficlilt to dis- contented to accomplish nothing more in the
As the divine spark of love awakens in the tinguish between a higher or lower attraction world, than to be born, to marry and die,
human soul man acquires the capability to or between attraction and love; for we love should not follow the natural law of attracexercise positive love and to resist the attrac- that to which we are attracted and we attract tion. All must at a certain state of their
tion,. and in proportion as he learns to love that which we love; but the great mystical evolution follow that law; for no one can
he grows in power and becomes self-existent, sign of distinction is that love always gives jump from an unnatural state into a superindependent and free of the attraction of and attraction seeks to receive.
natural one without first becoming natural.
Love, divine love, is self-existent, eternal If he attempts to do so, he becomes antimaterial elements. In the majority of human
beings at the· present state of evolution love independent and free. It can not be crea- natural, not a man ; but a devil; but those
and sexual attraction seem to be of about ted nor can it be attracted; but it creates who are ripe for gainfog a higher experience
equal power. Men and women love and are attraction. The sun sends his loving rays and desire to enter into the sanctuary of
sexually attracted to each other; they marry\ in all directions, it shines upon the head of immortality, must become free. They must
and only too frequently marriage is the end the just and upon him who is evil; but no be like a sun that sends his loving rays of
of love, because their love is not stronger instrument has yet been discovered by which light full of intense heat upwards and dowuthan their passive attraction; there are com- the sun-rays can be attracted .or the sun be wards and in all directions, but is attracted
paratively few who are capable to love deprived of his rays. We can collect the by nothing except the grand central Sun, the
intensely and at the same time to rise above rays which come to us, collect them into a emblem of the universal Creator.
the material attraction; there are compara- focus and reflect them into another direction,
FRANZ HARTMANN.
tively many whose love is not stronger than but we cannot increase or multiply their
their sexual attracti0n and when after the number. We can cause one ray of pure
PERSONAL.
consumation of their desire action and reac· Iwhite light to divide into the seven colors of
tion have neutralized each other, then will the rainbow and reunite them into one, but
Anna B. Newman, of Boston (office, 94
the attraction cease to exist and there will be we cannot attract anything from the sun Boylston street), has gone to Park A.venue
no love or perhaps only an insignificant part which the sun is not willing to give. To hotel, New York City, and will remain there
of it left. A human being without love is obtain more light, we would have to rise till Christmas. Miss Mary E. Robbins, of
not human, it is a mere "Elemental" in upwards towards the sun.
Watkins, has also located in New York City,
Likewise it is with divine love. Love, at 467 Fifth avenue, with Miss Jennie Waite.
human form; for love is the foundation and
essence of all human existence; there is noth- divine and universal, shines into the whole These ladies treated Mrs. Cables during a
ing real and ·permanent and self-existent in of nature without distinr.tion and discrimina- very severe attack of typhoid fever. Their
man except that which is divine and that tion; we cannot attract it, we cannot drag it kindness, patience and loving sympathy calls
which is purely divine is Love itself. There down to us ; we can only rise up to it by forth the gratitude of all her friends. . We
is no real knowledge, no real power, nothing allowing ourselves to be attracted by it. We gladly recommend these estimable and intelworth having, without divine love and he may collect the love we receive from the ligent ladies to all who desire to investigate,
who possesses real love, knows the Real, divine centre and collect it into a focus. or to be treated by the mind cure.
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cumference of the psychic matter. Man creator of man's nature, knowing neither
comes thus in direct, vibrating contact with time nor space, like winged Ariel, has traJehovah commands: " Be ye perfect, even heat and its efflux light-the realm of the versed this planet's environment. Who knoweth the infinite way of the soul.artisan 1 He
creator.
as your Father which is in Heaven is perfect."
Do we pray for a specific result? So. may gather from one soul to bear to another.
If in man abided not the power and sub- called "space" is alive with . chemicali~ed New combinations of thought are created in
stance wherewith to re-create himself, God matter, the substance of thought (psychic individuals. Ideas are born. Desires and cirnever would have commanded him so to do. atoms), ceaseless in action, drawn hither and cumstances follow, and a prayer is answered.
thither according to the law of chemical Can we thus send forth psychic projections
What then is the mode of procedure ? Is affinity. Such as may affinitize with the to persons in order to enforce a result? We
it in vaguely, ignorantly desiring, awaiting, thought of the aspirant are instantly attracted have the power of re-creating thought, to be
hoping? Truly, these are "states of mind," to his psychic atmosphere. Power to create followed by external expression when we act
and our teachers enjoin us to live in them. a result is redoubled, vibratory force increases, in conjunction with the aura of God. When
and upon its swift wave the petitioning soul we truly aspire we are in scientific action
What, then, is a "state of mind?" A form- projects its atomic substance directly into with Him. His law is re-creation. In harulating of thought. If one is in perplexity conjunction with the all.creative power. monv with Him we are •·made like unto
of situation one thinks upon the object of the With God, to will is to do. If man comes Him."
Now that, through the evolutionary procondition that is; one practices concentra. into contact with the aurac force he develops
cess of physical matter {which involves the
tion of thought. What is to concentrate the faculty to accomplish also.
Men cannot chemically affiniti~e with "law of righteousness," which is purity), the
thought? Is it merely an empty expression? God's aura save through the immutable law people of this planet are becoming rapidly
certainly not; it is a substantial act, a pro- of n.atural attraction, whereby perfect har- sublimated, the action of their psychic submony of atomic action exists in the pro- stance is an intended revelation. We know
cess by which a force is made practical.
that in such bodies the natural phpsical proNow, to desire a thing is to aspire toward ceeding of universal substance.
Herein, then, . is man's wondrous power cesses are reversed; they · need to know
it, if it be something preferable to our present to re-create himself-through the affinity of neither time nor distance; ordinary ties of
state of being. To aspire is to be active in atomic matter, of which the soul is master. life are rapidly giving way to the real bonds
one direction. Man cannot aspire in two As the bee bears the fructifying pollen from of soul-affection; the angels and devils are
directions at one and the same time. In flower to flower, so man's psychic substance entering into sublimated or degraded earth
flies through the planetary realms, gathering forms to perform their mission in this, tlJ.e
aspiring, then, we strain above our ordinary and diffusing for new growth and improved "fulness of time." The planet is. under~oing
selves, always to a higher object of life. flower and fruitage.
a swift, sure, psychic change, varying m its
Naturally the entire physical being is upGranted all the conditions for demanding different grades of matter. We are taking
drawn; muscles, eyebrows, hands, heart. the result of aspiration, what follows? As- our places according to the beautiful law of
The process of true aspiration involves the sured thought as to the response. This is God's fitness.
The Christ appeareth. To live upo~ this
nervous energy of an uplifted body. There seldom a subject for analysis. We will
is an actual, unseen substance forced upward, notice that what we pray for we seldom look planet with the Master "a thousand years''
for after the exalted state is succeeded by a calls for purified visible bodies in which to
or from the planet, during true prayer.
live- These are the psychic forms into
Why, then, d0 we find apparently devout more everyday mood.
Continuance of aspirational expectation which the "elect" are now passing, the fine
aspirants upon their knees with brows and
hands in the dust ? . It is not in such an would find us looking, literally, to the right molecular matter taking possession of the
attitude that the substance of thought fovi- and to the left, knowing that the result was coarser. It is the re birth of Psyche, finding
tates Godward. This position is the exter- inevitable. The true prayer believer watches her spirit-wings-trying them in hesitating
nal expression of humility, the state which for the signs, as the prophets of old watched flight.
.
'
Certain soul-embodiments are being drawn
precedes all true aspiration. It is relaxation for the celestial messengers. Every little
of the molecular body, the relinquishment of circumstance of life is potent with signifi- together, each having his or her work to do
self that a higher object may be sensed. cance; he is not daunted ar what seems in this harvest time. These .are they most
adverse to his desire, he simply has confi- powerful in psychic action, most ripened
The human soul is sighting its creator.
To remain in a state of relaxed muscles, dence, through God, in his own power to through Karma, the "first fruits" of the
to continue prone in the dust, cannot mean create circumstance. As ht: lives in a physi- wondrous Tree of Life (the tree of re-incarthat the force sought is achieved. Aspira- cal world he exp1:cts external response to nation) the oldest souls on the planet, and
tion must proceed with its work. As thought his petition; at the same time his psychic they who are His.
Man is becoming daily satisfieq of his
concentration intensifies, the physical is for- (or soul body) has already entered into the
gotten; the psychic substance, which acts condition of that asked for, for it must first immortality and certain persons have had
in duality with the physical molecules, inherit possession through its own projected proved to them the fact of physiological
accomplishes its revolutionary work with existence as a creator. Man cannot create endurance upon this earth. The psychic
increas·ed velocity. The body grows tense. psychic or thought combinations (projectors matter, in such cases, has taken possession
The weak knees stiffen, brows uplift and of circumstances) save through psychic sub- of the grosser physical. As iu the appearhands are raised toward heaven. God alone stance, acting through psychic laws, and ance of the Master, after his resurrection,
remembered, the aspirant finds himself stand- these are exactly the reverse to the physical. they still are "flesh and bones,'' but the law
ing upright, the soul (or psychic substance) For instance : the physical .acted upon by of existence is reversed.
.
the law of gravity .must remain fixed to
master ofthe physical.
Psychic action existed, but this planet has
In extreme cases of beatific aspiration earth; it cannot cross seas without ships, not always been the scene of its lawful
the soul of man has left the body, drawn nor fly without wings; the psychic (which is operation.
Godward by the irresistable aurac attraction as real in substance) acts by the opposite
Man knows now that he may ride upon
of the spirit ; in like cases here the angels law of levitation and can project itself where the cloud, and speak in the storm, hide himcome into direct contact with the substance it will, always provided it can make active self in the bowels of the earth and bloom in
of man's soul; at such times are petitions enough its secondary law of repulsion to the the heart of the delicate flower. He is omniever heard and directly answered. For there physical. Thus ever attached to the body present, for he is thought. To become a
is a commingling of the psychic emanations while life (so-called) lasts, it can project its psychic body is to eliminate the grossness ot
with the aurac force, which vibrates toward atoms, in conjunction with its affinities of the physical, to become familiar with the
substance, wherever they may be-in the laws of chemical organization, to aspire Godthe sphere of the individual worshipper.
To pray is a scientific proceeding. The air, in the bodies of people, in earth and sea. ward. For such is no death .. The rightbody, being the basic force, must· be placed Through its will force (or desire) this psychic eous soul hath overcome the "law of sin and
in its proper position; .the duality of mind matter seeks the material wherewith to create death."
MARIE LE BA.RON.
and matter follow, as a natural result, when and accomplish its design. The higher its
self is forgotten. Psychic action ensues with motive the more magnificent the result ; the
For books on Christian Science, Theososequence of aspirational ideas. It is all a more angelic its mission, the more far.moving
phy, Occultism, Metaphysics and kindred
growth upward. Swift revolution of the its atomic projection.
atomic substance, emanating from the body,
Man prays for a new combination of cir- themes, address Purdy Publishing Co., Chiincreases toward the aura, beyond the cir- cumstances. It is done. The psychic cago, Ills. Send for catalogue.
THE HIGHER LAW.
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Then, in addition, we must grant that so as not to injure any of our Father's chilthere is a God. I do not clearly understand dren in thought, word or · deed; be loving,
how anyone can conceive, of all that exist, kind, merciful and just to them, and nothing
PUBLISHED AT
coming into form without a creator. God but love, kindness, mercy and jnstice can
No. 40 AMBROSE. STREET,
means good, and he has created nothing but come to us. There is µo power in the
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
good.
·
universe that can harm those that love their
B;Y MRS. JOSEPHINE W. CABLES.
I like the name "THE ALL-FATHER"· better neighbors as themselves. W. F. ALDRICH.
A new commandment I give unto you ; That ye than the word God, when the su·preme
Being or First Cause is meant. The Allove one another.-JOBN xiii. 34.
Father is so very expressive. First it means
The OCCULT WORD was, we believe, .the first of
the father or parent, or creator of all things. its kind published in America. This issue comROCHESTER, N. Y., Oct.-Nov., 1888.
Then it implies the fatherly care, love, proEntered at the Post·Oftlce at Rochester, N. Y., as
tection, mercy and justice which a father pletes the third volume. The first number was
· second-class matter.
•
exercises towards his own children. It im- issued in April, 1884. There have been many
plies that there is some power wiser and causes which tend to prevent the regular appearance
HOW SHOULD WE LIVE?
greater than any of his offspring-a source of the paper; the chief nmon them has been the
·
.g
.
on whom they can lean and at whose feet . . .
mabihty of Mrs. Cables to write at any stated time,
This is a -question that must be answered all their troubles ancl burdens can be left.
by every one that takes the least thought for
the morrow, and asit is.answered the inquirer's
Many object to the idea of a personal because of her physical condition. Tbe delay in
life will be. If a worldly-minded person, one God. But as we can not with finite minds the appenrance of this issue is eolely due to this
who has no faith except in the present and conceive of the Unknown, the Void, the cause.
who doubts all knowledge relative to the Unknowable, no more than we can of eterWith the new volume we will institute a change
future, was asked this question he would no nity, it matters not what form the idea takes
doubt answer: "We should so live as to in order to convey to our minds a some inregardtothepriceofsinglecopiesandofyenrly
keep our bodies in a good, healthy condi- thing vast and powerful enough to have subscriptions. We have adopted a most simple
·
· as we find it, formed all that is formed and to have made plan, which we trust will recommend itself to all
t1on,
that we may enjoy life
that the future, if there be any, ca.n take care the material, the life and the spirit, which to
of itself; that we are not responsible for our a greater or lesser degree enter into all that our friend8. We will hereafter make the i.Esue
arrival here on earth, and have but a limited is. The picture in the mind of a father, the ENTIRELY FREE. This will give ua liberty to get out
control, if any, over the time or manner of creator, the preserver and the governor of papers "when the spirit moveth na," and to await
our departure. We do not know from whence all, is more tangible than the conception of a
universal spirit "without form and void," its coming. There are some who are deeply interwe came or whither we go; all we do know
is that we are here." A spiritually-minded the "All and the Nothing," as Jacob Boehm ested in Indian Theoeophy, and would expect the
person, one that believes that there is a future would express it.
OccuLT WoRD to be devoted to its promulgation.
life and that this mortal existence is but a
The world clamors for a name. Oh, give , Other of our friends are absorbed in "Christian
preparatory period, would say: "We must us a name and we are satisfied! it cries.
. . .,
. " , . .
,,
so live as to merit a peaceful eternal life."
The name is given. Oh what a prize we Smence, others m Chmtmn Theosophy, others
The question is still before us. Can there have! We have now s~mething that the in investigating phenomena, and others cling with
be .a n answer to it that w1U be true, and still heathen and pagans have not. We will be atfec·tion to the beliefs of their fathers. We respect
appear so to both these classes, ·who have generous and give· them of out· wisdoin. So
·
h
h · ·00
h
·
· view? Yes, I thmk
·
opposite aims
m
so; we take the nanle 1·n one liand and the the opinions of all, and know t at muc go to t e
but we must first establish several proposi- sword in the other and go to convert and world can come from earnest workers; all roads that
tions before a conclusion can be reached.
bless (?)
lead us towards charity and brotherly love are
Reincarnation has been thought to be
Many believe in Brahm and laugh at God .. roads to higher spiritual development. We wish
impossible, or at any rate improbable, Many believe in God and sneer at the to be free to follow one or all of these paths, and by
chiefly because the opponents do not want to believers in Brahm. Yet in essence the idea
come back to the earth and because they do is the same. There is bnt one God and making the paper without money and withou~
not remember any former life. Our wishes father of all. If Brahm suits you best, call price, none, surely, can object or misunderstand.
will not alter facts nor will the lack of him so. If Zeus, call him Zeus. If First .
1
memory be a bar to the action of a law. Great Cause, then let him be so named.
Very many are willing to grant that the future
It seems to me that perfect justice is per- i
LOOK WITHIN I
life is a step up. in the ladder of. develop- feet love and perfect mercy combined.
ment, arid that after leaving this earth they "All that's mine will come to me," then we I There are many publications now a-days
will go to other worlds where they will have have our reward full and complete.
1 which treat of unknown forces under differbetter opportunities to progress, and then
Is there then no evil that requires punish- I ent names. Nearly all have concluded that
again forward to other more advanced worlds ment in opposition to the good that brings man, in order to develop to an understandfor further progress, and thus continue for its rewards? Yes and no. The All-Father ing of higher things-now hidden even from
untold ages. Very well, this may be so, but is just. What we call evil is divisible into the wise--must look WITHIN for the true
if it is so, is not the previous steps before two classes-that which comes to us as a light. If we go to those who claim to know
reaching this earth also implied? they must punishment or recoil, and that which comes and ask them about the mysteries of being,
about man's origin and destiny, they tell us,
be, unless the earth is the beginning of all to us as a purifier-" undeveloped good."
development.
We are all sowers of seed, wheat or tares, "Know ye not that the kingdom of heaven is
Let us hold, for the present, until we have wheat and tares, and so will the harvest be ; within you?" And they also tell us we
more light, that it is probable that the we shall reap what we have sown. Does must develop the inner man before we can
men of to.day lived before, whether it was the All-Father punish his children? No; understand or appreciate their wisdom.
on this earth or not, it does not matter; they punish themselves. They learn by
After searching and striving with many
that is a question ot detail and would require experience, however, that fire bums. Do who claimed that they know, I have conan investigation of each individual case. the innocent suffer? No; unless it is a birth eluded that there may be a misunderstandSome may have lived here, some. may have to higher things; a painful passage from the ing of terms. Many disagree for want of a
come from · other planets, some may be in dark into the light.
proper nomenclature.
Then what is the pain. sorrow, sickness
Those that take the command "look withthe form of man for the first time, some may
have stepped up from the animal plane and distress we see all around us, that torture in" literally are given to yoga or the practice
gradually, some may have made the distance the .children of men? Is it not their harvest? of posturing and concentration of thought,
by a leap, some may have consciously willed They have sown in this, and in previous by fixing the whole attention on some part
to return for a purpose, some may have been lives, causes that have ripened into effects. of their body, such as the tip of their nose or
sent to accomplish certain work. Be these These effects are their just dues and should their navel.
conditions as they may, all im11ly a former lead them to higher and better things, for
It seems that this practice produces results
life, and a former life would infer a future . when they realize that all the pain and suffer- opposite to those desired. In lieu of the
life, while a belief in a future life carries with ing they cause others will conie back to them student becoming an adept, a master knowit as a logical deduction a belief in a former in kind, then they will be more loving and ing and controlling all things, the chances
life.
merciful. How, then, should we live? Live are very much in favor of his becoming a
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medium of low or elemental forces. The
concentration of thought . upon the animal
body is debasing the spiritual. We cannot
drag the spiritual down, but we can try with
the certain result of straining the silver cord
<>f connection between the animal and the
higher self, causing this cord to break if the
practice is Jong continued:·
The fixing of the attention on the physical
plane make the student ·negative to higher
influences. It is only a question of time
when the gross physical or grosser sub-human
forces will possess the house left vacant or
unguarded by the master who is shut up in
the top end of his nose.
The partial knowledge of astronomy that
we have, teaches us that the sun is the center
of the solar system, and that the sun itself is
but one of a mighty host of princes who are
with their attendants moving around the
throne of the Great Central Sun-the King,
Lord and Master of the physical universe.
As matter and spirit are the same except in
degree of activity it follows as we go nearer
to the center of the universe we encounter
matter in a more active and consequently
higher form of manifestation. What we
know here as heat ·and cold would change to
e1ectricity and magnetism and further towards
the center into thought, mind stuff or astral
light, and still further into the divine Jove and
wisdom which are the aura of God.
When, therefore, we are directed to look
within, is not the true meaning to look to the
more perfect, the higher, TOWARDS THE
CENTER of all life, love and wisdom in the
universe? Can we become more Godlike;
more like our Father in heaven, by looking
within our own bodies, those shells made up
-0f all that is gross? Do we wish to become
fixed to the earth plane for the sake of a
<levelopment which at best brings unhappihess and regrets? Shall we turn our backs
to the source of light, away from the center
and expect to to be illuminated? Let us
strive to fix -our thoughts on unselfness and
charity instead of on our nose and navel, and
the human family will receive with us, more
light than can be obtained by·all our strivB. W.
ings for animal development.
MENTAL HEALING A SCIENCE AND
AN ART.

As a brief definition of Science we may
say that it is a knowledge of facts and forces.
What is Art, then, but the intellectual, manual and mental power to control such forces
for the highest benefit of manhood? Science
is the embodiment of intellectual discourse,
and art is the archangel or the power of the
Most High; art is a way of thinking which
puts theory into practice for the world's permanent good. The great eternal harmoni<>us heart of Nature and of Nature's God is
incessantly with the almighty energy of
-Omnipotent principles. Sweetly bloom the
splendid truths and immortal beauties of the
Infinite. They come gracefully out from
their invisible sanctuary and shine steadily
and lovingly into the gloomy abyss of ignorance. If science is the glory of mind, then
art is its crown of immortality. When our
minds have grown to a full comprehension of
a truth either in physical or mental science
we say of a thing or an idea, "that is a
fact, that is a truth," and although we may
travel forty years in the wilderness of theory
and speculation, although we may have come
within sight of the Promised Land, like the

Israelites of old, if we have only passed over
the ground and ascertained the facts of the
journey we shall have to retraverse, or
reverse our contemplations in quest of the
countless treasures which lie within the borders of our ideal land. Many who have
been led by science alone are beginning ip
this age of discovery to· retrace their steps
and to understand the true art of living.
Let us remember the difference between art
and science-the latter is the embodiment
of intellectual discoveries~ the former is the
High Archangel, "that charity which thinketh
no evil." When we arrive at this goal of
scientific knowledge and this life of divine
art, no matter what path we have persued,
we shall all of us come into the Academy of
Right Thinking because we have taken !essons at the feet of scientific truths. A diadem of common sense will then be placed
on ·onr brows, and the banner over us will
be, "Love and Wisdom."
The name of our institution will be Science
an<l Art ; right thinking, right living.
· Mental healing is the art of dominating
the lower faculties of mind with the highest
attitudes of being. The splendid truth that
man is literally "given dominion over all the
earth" by right of his magnificent thinking
powers, stands forth in this science as it has
never appeared before. It matters not how
long we have recognized this truth, the time
has now come to put it in practice-to
acquire the art of right Jiving through what
has been discovered as the right way of
thinking. It is a self-evident fact that human
beings, as well as everything beneath them
receive vitality and power from tht on~
source of life, and since this supreme source
contains all things and · is that upon which
we depend for existence, is it not well to
make ourselves the highest possible expres
sion of it? We possess, on the side of barmony and truth, attributes which we cannot
exist without-life, justice, love, happiness
and health. We also manifest in our lives,
disease, sorrow, blighting doubts and fear,
which add nothing at all necessary to existence, and are only made apparent because
of ignorance. We have not recognized
enough of our royal inheritance which we
are taught to appropriate in this glad way of
thinking. To hunger and thirst after righteousness (right thinking) is the first requisite
for entering the Hall of Learning. He who
earnestly seeks shall find; to him who knocks
it shall be opened.
MARY E. ROBBINS.
467 Fifth Ave., New York.
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Idren
tions center. the shrine where wife and chilwere sheltered tenderly from outside ill,

where the best of his earth life was spent,
where each article bears the history of his
life struggle to surround his loved ones with
all that is right and fair. That vase, which
yon red faced woman holds, he gave his wife
filled with white roses. It was when his child
was born, and the dainty crib that has just
sold for a song was the resting· place of his
first-born, around which so many hopes centered and so many visions hung. The little
clock that rings out so cherrily, rung just so
a few weeks ago when the tearful watchers
gathered around the black bier arid bade farewell to the soulless clay of the departed husband. Some o.ne bids three dollars for that 1
Swiss carving. It was bought long ago by
the blue lake Constance and the sunlight of
that happy day seems to'have found an abiding place in the quaintly carved ·figures and
flowers. The piano, that came with the
bri<le to take up its place in her· new-made
home and to respond to the touch of fingers
which were only beginning to touch life's
keys, now sell for a sum that adds but little
to the widow's slender store and her heart
yearns, oh, so eagerly, for the sound of its
voice that to her is forever more still. The
people come and go, for the red flag waves
in the spring sunlight, and seems to say
"come and see ; here is food for the thoughtCul, lessons for the thoughtless. That large
leathern arm-chair! It was "his," and how
often have the children played hide-and-seek
around it and the tender father, who now
can only watch over them from above, but it.
must go. There are creditors to be satisfied and " his " name must be fair among
men. Let all go-silv~r that kind friends
gave on that wedding morning, the linen that
a loving mother's fingers washed, with curi·
ously interlaced initials, the china that came
across the sea to grace that oaken board
around which so many ha,ppy family gatherings have been held. Let all go. The widow
and orpha!'ls must begin life anew, . and
let all vestiges of better days pass away.
Oh ! do not sell that Mr. Auctioneer. Cling
to it mother. It is your childrens'-their
father's portrait. " I have thirty-five, who
will give me thirty-six-thirty·six an<f a half,
and a half. Have I thirty-seven?'.' rung out
in the staccato voice of the auctioneer, who
had assumed a colossus of Rhodes attitude
upon an inlaid table, which brings back
memories of Rome in the happy long ago.
"An elegant Venetian mirror, ladies and
--~~·-gentlemen. Why it is worth its weight. You
could not buy it for four times what you bid."
AFTERWARDS.
On its shining surface memory repaints the
shiftmg panorama of moonlit lagoon, palace
Did you ever go into a desolate home and and passing grandola and its jeweled frame
watch the auctioneer and his men dispose of seems to sing in colors the soft, low refrain
the household effects ? Have }'.Oll ever in- that lingers still in the .widow's heart. "Rugs
haled the dust of carpets that curious buyers -a lot of Persian rugs, genuine Persian
drag . from the floor to inspect both sides, rugs. 'What am I offered? Ten dollars?
that not a flaw may escape their sharp eyes? Thanks." The haggling goes on, enlivened
Have you ever sat amid the dethroned house- by the caustic witticisms of the keen faced,
hold goods and listened with interior ears to bright eyed man who has the depths'.of the
their plaint? They seem to say "our glory widow's purse in his keeping; Pitcures, bits
has departed, our reign is over and behold of precious bnc-a-brac, around which there
we are to be .scattered to the ends of the is woven a heart's history, are sold. The
earth. In other homes and beside other buyers are alJ talking at once, and the din
firesides we are to be and to forget the joys becomes unsupportable. One person has a
an<l sorrows we have shared here. To sit house to furnish and bµys indiscriminately.
amid other surroundings and to form new She stands like a huge spider gua.i;ding her
associations." There is no scene that speaks 111-ass~rted splendors. !o her th~ idea of a
more eloquently of the ruined hopes and home 1s a house filled with the dnft-wood of
fleeting life of man, than this home breaking, homes that may be had chea.P: In. her ~ouse
the place where his heart turned, his affec-1 the atmospheres of many Will mmgle, and
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on every chair and table the tragedy of a
broken heart will be written, and from the
folds of these silken draperies there will
exhale the perfume of departed joys. It is
like builing a house from the ruins of many
homes, and there is a lack of harmony from
foundation beam to ridge-pole. " The home
is where the heart is," and how many hearts
will go out to the house where the auctioneer's hammer sent their treasures? To enter
a house that is the harborage for the drifting
wrecks of many homes is one of the saddest
things in life, for the heart-breaks of women
and men, and the tears of children, are there
as well. There is a certain want of relationship that grates upon one i~ such a house.
The massive fire brasses make the fire-place
'shrink into insignificance. That rosewood
desk never before consorted .with that gaudily
ribboned willow chair. That white and gold
framed mirror came from the rose-lined nest
of a fair; frail woman to take it place over
that ancient mahogany bible stand. Truly
"there is an eternal fitness in all things."
But the auctioneer has struck . a new chord
md rings the changes of his flippant fancies
lpon the kitchen table. The sale goes on,
and from .garret to cellar the house has been
thrown open to the prying eyes, and now the
last article has been sold. It is high noon,
and from his per.ch on the dining-room
mantel the limber-tongued auctioneer sings
out: " It is lunch time, and none but buyers
may remain. There are human harpies who
haunt wrecked homes as well as graveyards.
]ESSAMONDE E. CLARKE.
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

We are in receipt of the November issue of
Harmony, publish~ by M. E. Cramer, 324 17th,
street, San Francisco, Cal., and F. E. Foote, Melbourne, Australia. The terms are one dollar per
year, 15 cents for a single copy. The magazine is
devoted to Philosophy, Science of Spirit, Melaphysics and the Chri~t Method of Healing. The
intentions of the editors are, as stated by them :
To leach that God is infinite and ever present,
am! that there i• no other Power.
To teach that there is but One Life and but One
Mind.
To teach that Knowledge and Faith is Wholeness,
Health and Happiness. That Truth is Religion,
and !hat Heligion or Trnth frees ns from nil error
and sorrow.
To teach that Matter has no power ove1· Spirit or
Divine Mind.
To supply a simple method by which to come into
a.full realization. of Truth, and the Christ method of
healing.
To supply to students and practitionera of Spiritual
Science information and practical lessons on Treating and Healing.
To expnnd individual Thought universally. To
bring about a Unity of Thonght and Effort. To
bring abont a correct use of Terms.
To npply to all "problems of Life" a simple
method of interpretation.
To review publications of value to students, and
supply intnesting information on nil Religions

DEAR MRS. CABLES :
I wish to express my hearty sympathy for
our sister who wishes opinions and suggestions regarding "the second coming of
Christ." I have been a constant student of
Occult problems for many years, and I hope
my conclusions may be consoling to those io
doubt. We must take warning from the
story, that as the serpent beguiled Eve
through his subtility, in like manner we also·
are in clanger of being deceived through thesimplicity that is in Christ'~ coming. My
simple answer as to what constitutes the return of the world's Savior, is the establishment of the true mother spirit in both sexes.
Man and woman in a perfected state need
but one spirit or disposition. Many women
are making the mistake that the masculine
soul is the most desirable. This is only
true under the influences of a very crudeworld, one full of wild beasts and reptiles.
We are now in a transitory stage, from the
barbarous to one of an exquisite <legree of
social perfection, and this transition, like all
births, is perilous. Esdros compares this to·
a birth, Hermes to the completion of a
tower, Jesus to a judgment, John to a wedding. This change is one of the prerequisites to bring about the divine government.
We are now passing through the stage of
exclusive male government or the power of
the son of man, which the early Christians
were commanded to watch. Barnibus declared that the adversary had possession of
the present world. The reverse of adversary
is harmony, leaving nothing to grope about
as our enemy.
The Savior, the son of Mary, was a primitive or undeveloped principle, perfect in itsself, but too obscure to suddenly reach aU
people, but still was prophetic of a future
complete work. The question arises, from
whence came Jesus ? Jes us was declared to
be the son of David, for he designed, if possible, to establish the perfection in government that David sought. Solomon-or son
of man-was David's ideal son, who established a liberal monarchy as the concentration of the world's love and wisdom. The
record of this great event runs back to three
desolate but honest women, whose history
can be found in the book of Ruth. I hope
you will all read this simple but touching
narrative. Note especially the manner in
which those wanderers were given perfect
liberty, and the servants were requested to
cast no reproach upon them. From this
comes the patriarch David.
. According to prophecy, the· world would
never be left without a king to rule in
David's stead. This David is a never dying
Christ spirit. We are now under the David
stage of evolution, a purgative stage of civilization, a prerequisite to the ushering in of
the true kingdom of heaven, which is to be
known by its freedom from all oppression
and reproach. The days .of the sons of men
are days of sin and anxiety, but the days of
true wisdom and charity, when the reproach
and ignorance shall be taken from the true
mother spirit, will be the establishment of a
perfect society on a true basis. It seems to
me, the sooner the world produces a system
of giving to all women true knowledge of
her duty and mission, the sooner the lives of
all will become perfect.
The perfection of the kingdom of· heaven
-the coming of Christ-will be accom~
plished when all religions and · peopie are

Sn~jects.

The Christian Metaphysician for November
is before us. The following are the titles of the
Behold thiS ruin I 'Twas a skull
principal articles : "The First Sabbath in Caper· Once of etheriai spirit full, - nanm," "Denial," "Faith," "Baptism of Silence,"
This narrow cell was Hfe's retreat,
"What is God," "Brotherly Love," "Grace," "Her
This space was thought's mysterious seat.
Birthday Gift," "Hidden in Thee," and Editorials.
What beauteous visions filled this spot,
The following announcement also appears:
What Urea.ms of plea.sure long forgot!
The Christian Metaphy8i.cian has been changed
Nor hope, nor love, nor joy, nor fear,
from a quarterly to a bi-monthly. Its purpose
Have left one trace of record here.
remains unchanged.
.
This magazine is designed, not alone for metaBeneath this mouldering conopy
physicians, or for µrofe.qsional healers, but for the
Once shone the bright and busy eye;
general ·reader, and especia.lly for Christians who
Bn~ start not at the dismal void-would know something of metaphysical or Christian
healing. It is expected that it will be a welcome
If social life that eye employed ;
and regular visitor in hundreds of Christian homes.
If with no lawless fire it gleamed,
Its mission is to preach the gospel and heal the sick.
But through the dews of kindness beamed,
Its management will harmonize with its descriptive
That eye aha.II be forever bright
title, "The Christian Metaph,Ysician: . A Guide to
Health and Happinesa." Editorially, it will preWhen stars and suns a.re sank in night.
sent the truth as seen by ns in "Christian MetaWithin this hollow cavern hung
physics," "with malice toward none and charity
for all."
The ready, swifi and tuneful tongue :
Its pages will be open to record any idea or plan
If. falsehood's honey it disdained,
which tends to lesson the friction or increase the
And where it could not praise was chained ;
harmony
of human living.
If bold in virtue's cause it "spoke,
Clergymen, who heal and preach, will give their
Yet gentle concord never broke ;
experience and convictions. Representative writers
This silent tongue shall plead for thee
fror:n every phase or school of mental and Christian
• healing will be contributors. Facts will be colWhen time unveils etero"ity.
lected showing the power of right thought and spirSny, did those fingers delve the mine 1
itual understanding, proving that "health is teachOr with its envied rabies shine?
able."
To hew the rock or wear the gem,
Recognized leaders of metaphysical thought will
speak through The Christian MetaphyBician. The
Can little now avail to thei:n.
fresh thoughts of rising writers will be welcomed.
But if the page of truth they sought,
One lending aim will be to show the harmony of
Or comfort to the mourner brought,
genuine metaphysics and pure Christianity. We
These hand~ a richer mead shall claim
sol!cit the support of all who seek health and truth.
Price 50 cents per year. Geo. B. Charles, Editor.
Than all that wait on wealth or fame.
Room 37, C.,ntral Music Hall, Chicago, Ill.
Avails it whether bare or shod,
These feet the paths of duty trod ?
Fraternity; a Romance in Mac Mil Ian's Sum· If from the bowers of ease they fied,
mer Reading Library, is a simple and pretty story.
To seek aflliction's humble shed;
The scene is laid in Wales. Different social µha•es
If grandeur's guilty bribe they spumed,
of the life there a.re graphically depicted. There is
And hol!le to virtue's cot returned,
nothing occult in the book, and stress is laid on
Where feet with angels' wings shall vie
Fraternity as opposed to Socialism.
And tread the palace of the sky.
ANON.

LINES ON A SKELETON.
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united under one government. We are all
at this time the sons of men because we were
born under male government. Our children
are not possessed by their mothers and are
liable, at the command of men to be deprived
of life in war or ·prison while the being who
:gave them life cannot save them.
Oh, mother spirit come
And save the world from sin ;
Open wide the door
And let thy form be seen.
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useful. We have to eliminate the useless, one another. This idea of an all-powerful
the coarse, the base, and then we have the word was very prevalent among the Jews, no
pure, symmetrical, the rounded and full fruit doubt derived from their long ~tay in Egypt.
of our labors.
·
The notion was that this " word" consisted
We do not know our powers, or their of the true name of God, together with a
avail, till some fortuitous circumstance opens knowledge of its proper pronunciation, and
the door to let them out and devdop them. that tJ:ie fortunate possessor of this knowlSo grand characters spontaneously come into edge became ·thereby clothed with superexistence when the world is ready and is in natural power-that by the speaking of this
need of them.
word he could perform all sorts of miracles,
A kind act, a thoughtful word has opened and even raise the dead.
According to the
the eyes of some clarkenecl soul, and thus Cabalists, "the very heavens shook, and the
brought into existence a fragrant, beautiful angels themselves were filled with terror and
Aower which may never have opened except astonishment when this tremendous word
for this ray of sunshine. How many little was pronounced."
things have opened the avenues to power and
Jewish tradition _states that God himself
usefulness! We each hav~ more pow~r than taught Moses his true name and its correct
we use o~ know whatto.do w1~h. And this over pronunciation at the "burning bush." And
amount is called sowmg w_1ld oats. Let us they believed that Moses, being thus poslearn where we can spend this surplus en~rgy. sessed of the "WORD," used it to perform
Every one has a field of labor whe~e his or all his miracles, and to confound and overher energy can be expended to frmtful pur- throw Pharaoh and his hosts. The Jews of
poses. N~ one but ourselves can do our a later date, seeking to account for the wonwork, and 1f left undone by us can never be derful works of Christ, asserted blasphefinished. Our place is import'.lnt, no matt~r mously that he unlawfully entered the "holy
how humble or obscure, and 1f our work 1s of holies," and clandestinely obtained the
wel! done, and our power used, we shal~ be word used by Moses, which was engraved
saviors to the world and redeemers. Sick - upon the stone upon which the ark rested.
ness and sorrow shall pass away before our The superstition in relation to a wonderpower, for we have the strength of ten when working word also prevailed among the Araw~ '.1-cknowledge _in all . things. the divin_e bians, who say that King Solomon was in
within us. The mcreasmg: ratio of ten is possession of this "grand omnific word,"
undefinable and our power 1s unknown, and and by its use subdued the genii who reconsequently unlimited, and we don't kno~ belled against God, many of whom Solomon
what we can do, and be. Our only w_ay 1s imprisoned by the use of his magical seal,
to wait patiently on the Lord, in quiet, upon which the word, contained in a pentipea~eful s~bmission, in all things, acknowl- cle, was engraved.
(See the "Story of the
edgmg His power, grace, strength, health Fisherman " and other tales of the "Arabian
and life. ~y so doing ~e shall ~e able to · Nights," wl1ere this legend is alluded to.)
It was from these and other similar Jesay to the sick and sorrowing, the smner and
saint: . Hea~th and Life bel?ng to you .. Take gends thus widely diffused among the ancient
them m His name and His power will heal Oriental nations that the veneration for a
and save you.
W. F. ARNOLD., D. D.S.
particular word ~rose, together with an ear·
nest desire to obtain it, and a laborious
search for it, by ambitious believers in its
THE LEGEND OF THE LOST WORD. power.
All the magicians, enchanters, and
wonder-workers of the East, and the adepts
Q. What is the meaning of the masonic of the West, were supposed to have, in
legend of the "Jost word?"
some mysterious way, become possessed of
A. This legend, as briefly stated by Dr. this "word," and were known to .the aspir ·
Mackey, in his "Symbolism of Freema- ants and students of the occult sciences (not
sonry" (page 300), is as follows: "The yet so fortunate) by the name of." ma8ters,"
mystical history of Freemasonry informs us and the "word ." was called by th.e m .the
that there once existed a WORD of surpassing " master's word." This ancient super~P.tion
value, and claiming a profound veneration; seems to have left its impress on our ..rit,u_al,
that this word was ·known to the few, and for the '.'word," of which we hear so ()ften
that it was at length Jost, and that a tempo- therein, is assumed to be something more
rary substitute for it was adopted."
than a mere "pass-wor<;I," although we, !IS
This idea of a ·mystic, all•powerful "word" masons, now use the phrase " m?-Ster'.s word"
was an ancient and widely diffused _supersti- in a very different · sense from ·th;i.t . of the
tion. Just how this notion originated has adepts of former times.
'
·
not been handed down to us, either .by traIn former and less enlightened times the
dition or otherwise.
It, however, · probably possession of the true name of God and its
came to be entertained in the following man- proper pronunciation, or some substitute for
ner: It was generally known to the profane it authorized by divine command, were even
-i. e., the uninitiated-that those who were supposed requisite in order to worship him
admitted to the " Mysteries" were intrusted aright ; for it was ignorantly thought that, if
with a certain sacred word, ·under a most God was not addressed by his own proper
solemn pledge not to reveal it to the world; name, he would not attend to the caU, nor
and as the scientific knowledge, also secretly even know that the prayers of his worshiper
imparted to those who were initiated, gave were really addressed to him, and not to
those who took the higher degrees the power I Baal, Osiris, or Jupiter i or, if knowing,
to work apparent miracles, the ignorant and would indignantly rejei.£them . .Iri the East,
superstitious multitude naturaUy thought, to address even an earthly potentate by any
and were perhaps taught to believe, that it other than his own .. proper, high and cei:emowa.~ by the use of this "word," so sacredly nious title, was considered both irreverent
concealed, that the priests were able to per- and insulting.· · Among the J em, however,
Thi~ word the pronun¢iation oL the 'true naine was supform all their wonderful works.
was, however, nothing but tne "password" posed to b.e followed. by. such , tremendous
which went with the "sign," by which the effect!! that .. a ·Jub'Gtitute,· for which they beinitiated could make themselves known to lieved they had the divine sanction;' was en-

I

POWER.
All power resides in the intellect. The
intellectory is the seat of Love and Wisdom.
These are expressed in our truth and understanding which go forth to the world as our
personal power.
The natural mind is full of fears and cupidities which make us slaves of our propriums, and thus we fall into sins and all kinds
<>f diseases.
The province of the soul, which is the
-container of !ife, and is the spiritual form
<>ver which the body is built, has the innate
power in itself, which is an influx from the
Divine Soul of the Universe, to heal all our
diseases, and purge away all our sins, and
make us strong, sweet and healthy, if we
will let it descend into the body and redeem
it. Power of every kind resides in the in
tellect, which has its seat in the soul, which
is the receptacle of life, and is the only spiritual body, which we shall ever possess.
Life belongs to God it came from Him ;
it returns to Him. And all our power comes
from that Life. It is given to us as our
power and our life, but it is His life who
. said l am, and because I am thou art and
from hence forth shall be. Did we realize
this fact that there is no power in medicine
apart from His power and that the thought,
purpose and hope conveyed, in the adminis tration, were what really helped, we should
use very little medicine, and very much life,
which is manifested as power through the
direction of the will.
· The reason why one man is greater than
another is, that the soul has the natural
. powers of the .intellect, so well under control and training, that the intellectory, the
seat of pure reason, love and wisdom can
flow out .into. aU the faculties, and open up
all the avenues of life. And as all souls are
conscious when a great soulis present, they all
rise in adoration to meet it. Which may be
a conscious or unconscious acknowledgement of the greater life.
'
When our Lord said " Ye are the temples
<>f the. living God," He meant just what He
said. All life, all power, all truth, all goodness, all love, reside in and are the Divine's,
.and if we are the temples where He is seen
and known. it implies that we should be holy,
pure, cha.Ste and sacred, and treat our bodies and the life in them with ever increasing
respect. And it must needs follow that ·our
·Conduct toward our fellow man will be just
and true and kind, savoring justice with mercy.
Temples were the cutting or sacrificing
places, temneo, a Gree.k word meaning to
cut, to divide and separate. What relation
has that to our lives as the living temples of
G~'

.

It means just. this: We are to take our
lower natures in hand and train, and prune
them, as we would train, plants, vines, trees,
shrubs, animals or. children •given into our
<:are to make them the most · productive and
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